THE OCEANIC STANDARD: Nightlife & Festival Edition
Sustainability Solutions for the Nightlife and Festivals to reduce single-use plastics!
The Oceanic Global Foundation is a non-profit that taps into the universal passions of art, music and emerging
technologies to educate individuals on issues impacting our ocean and provide them with solutions for driving positive
change. Oceanic Global launched The Oceanic Standard, an easy step-by-step guide for restaurants, event spaces,
hotels, bars, nightlife venues and more to adopt sustainable practices that empower consumers to make conscious
choices while meeting both business and environmental needs.

WE BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF MUSIC AND
WE NEED YOUR HELP IN LEADING THIS MOVEMENT!
The Truth:
Every minute, the equivalent of one garbage truck of plastic is dumped into the ocean. 8 million tons of plastic
ends up in the ocean every year. Almost all the plastic ever produced still exists.
We have an unnecessary reliance on single-use plastic items that can be substituted by affordable and 		
environmentally sustainable alternatives. Eliminating plastic straws are an easy step toward reducing
single-use plastics.
By 2050, there may be more plastic than fish in our ocean by weight.

You have the power to do things differently! Help set an example and ask the venues you
are playing at to go straw-free for the evening! Find out what we have done HERE!
Step 1: Eliminating Plastic Straws
In the U.S. we use 500 million plastic straws per day. Plastic straws are one of the top 10 pollutants found on beaches
and shorelines and most can’t be recycled.
Go straw-free or choose a sustainable substitute for plastic straws that suits your budget!
*If you are going straw-free (which we recommend), please remember to always have a sustainable alternative onsite for people with disabilities.

Material of Straw

Paper Straws
Paper Straws

Price per Unit
Special buying deal
Aardvark Straws
$0.02 Each
7% discount for online
Greenmunch
orders with ‘oceanic’ code!

Additional Details

Company

3 hours in a cold drink without getting soggy; Brand your straw; Do not need
commercial composting; Distribution partners globally
Free shipping for U.S. and Canada; Packaged without plastic, expect small retail packaged
straws.; Offer 4 sizes of straws and custom printing available.; Manufactured in China

Steel Straws

Steelys Drinkware

500 straws: $0.76 each +
freight shipping

Bamboo Straws

Bamboo Straws
Worldwide

100 straws: $1.20 each

Bamboo Straws

Straw Free

Recommended for signature drinks; Made in U.S. but international shipments not available;
Sustainable packaging; For wholesale prices, click HERE and use the password ‘turtle safe’

Glass Straws

Strawesome

$1.13-1.69 depending
on straw
Wholesale prices available
upon request

Steel and Silicone

Klean Kanteen

4 straws: $2.48 each

Stainless steel & food grade silicone straws and straw brush; 18/8 stainless steel straw
construction; Safe, food grade, removable silicone flex straw tip; Dishwasher safe

Hay straws

Hay Straws

3000 straws: $0.033 each

byproduct of wheat production; Compostable and naturally break down; Don’t get
soggy; U.S distribution only

Seaweed Straws

Loli Straws

$0.02 each
pre-orders Available

On sale in August 2018; Made from edible materials; plastic-free, gelatin-free, BPA-free,
non-GMO, all natural, non-toxic, safe, and FDA approved; Custom colors available

Made of premium, 18/8 food grade stainless steel and highly reusable; Custom laser engrave
imprint available.; 100% BPA-free, lead-free and won’t leach chemicals; Easy to clean (dishwasher
safe) and resistant to bacteria, rust and oxidation

Plastic free packaging

Made from clear and color borosilicate glass; BPA-Free, Lead-Free and Toxin-Free;
Microwave, oven, freezer and dishwasher safe; Logo printing available on straws

Special deal: We have negotiated a buying deal for 50% off Aardvark Paper Straws with the OCEANIC50 coupon code
for orders within the U.S. (more information on page 12 of The Oceanic Standard HERE)
*Beware of compostable straws. For compostable straws to breakdown, they need to go through an industrial composting process and most cities do not have
this in place. If they do not go through this process, they enter the ocean and break down like normal plastic or end up in the landfill.

Find out more about prices, implementing this commitment, communicating this on p 8-15 of The Oceanic Standard.
Tips:

1

Straws upon
request only

2

Host “Straw-free”
weekends

3

You don’t need
a straw in every
drink

4

Stay away
from plastic
garnishes and
plastic wrapped
toothpicks!

5

Stop bartenders
using straws to
taste every drink

Step 2: Eliminating Single-Use Plastic Bottles
Globally, humans buy a million plastic bottles per minute. 91% of which are not recycled.
Solutions:
Install refill stations throughout the venue and incentivize people to bring their own bottles, give them a cup upon
entering or provide guests with a refillable bottle.
Switch to aluminum cans or bottles instead of plastic (they have an extremely high recycling rate):
Cano Water		
Green Sheep Water
Step 3: Eliminating Single-Use Plastic Cups
Renting reusable plastic or steel cups (recommended for festivals, large-scale events in the nightlife industry and beer
gardens). Ability to brand your cups.
For reference: Glastonbury used reusable British steel pint cups from a company called APS based in 			
Birmingham in 2014
Suggested sustainable suppliers:
Rentable Plastic cups							Steel cups
		Green Goblet			

Globelet				Steelys Drinkware

		EcoCup (Europe)		 Ekomon				Klean Kanteen
If you are sourcing single-use plastic cups or compostable cups, have dedicated bins and schedule a pickup.
Step 4: Eco-friendly wrist bands!
Use stamps instead.
Source paper options.
If you need a QR code, source bamboo chip holder instead of plastic.
The Oceanic Standard has developed three tiers of badges to recognize those businesses that advocate for
sustainability within their industry. Sustainable practices are outlined in The Oceanic Standard Guide.
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“Straw-free certified badge”
recognizes venues that
eliminate single-use plastic
straws.
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“Sustainability steward”
is awarded to restaurants
that implement 3 of our
suggested sustainable
practices.
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awarded to restaurants
that implement 6 or more
sustainable practices.
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Goals:

To find out more, discover the complete guide at
www.oceanic.global/oceanic-standard/

